MEDIA COVERAGE

Emory Urology Team at Atlanta VA Wins Prestigious Montague Boyd Prize (May 2016)

Winship Urology Expert Muta Issa, MD is Senior Author of Tele-Urology Versus Face-to-Face Clinics: A Survey of Patient Preference (May 2016)
https://amp.twimg.com/v/9af7866c-242a-40d3-896e-49e168a3164e

Emory “2015 AUA – Best Poster” (May 2015)
http://www.urology.emory.edu/academic_programs/AWARDS/2015%20AUA%20Best%20Poster.html

VA Newsletter (June 2015)
“Atlanta VA Wins Best Poster at the American Urological Association (AUA) Annual Convention - 2015 AUA – Best Poster”

AUA News – The Official Newsmagazine of the American Urological Association (October 2015)
“Tele-Urology Enhances Access and Care of Hematuria Referrals”

Winship physician/researchers to speak at AUA 2016 (The Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University).
http://www.publicnow.com/view/0961EC13E52B8F664E08A80A539C883EEE49C5C?2016-05-06-22:00:52+01:00-xxx9649

Urology Times (August 2013)
“Non-physician providers: Allied or Disparate?”
NPs, PAs are essential to addressing urology’s work force shortage, but full integration remains a work in progress. By Lisette Hilton.
http://urologytimes.modernmedicine.com/urology-times/news/non-physician-providers-allied-or-disparate?page=0,0#sthash.jT8O2Bxc.dpu

Nature – Reviews Urology (Research Highlight) (Jun 2013)
“Infection: Formalin needle disinfection reduces sepsis risk of prostate biopsy” by Melanie Clyne. Published online 11 June 2013. doi:10.1038/nrurol.2013.132

NewsDaily – REUTERS (FRIDAY JUN 07, 2013)
“Formalin on needle curbs prostate biopsy infections” by David Douglas.
http://www.newsdaily.com/article/328ab27dcc12cb699c2c8bb64c0b5269/formalin-on-needle-curbs-prostate-biopsy-infections

Department of Veterans Affairs (2012)
“VAMC’s Doctor Issa Welcomes 150 New U.S. Citizens.”

American Urological Association (2012)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGPbzqi_94U&feature=plcp&context=C324cf35UDEg5ToPDskLmyTjEFE3XLS0gV27MVbPb
ABC News & MedPage Today (September 27, 2011)
“Saw Palmetto No Help for Enlarged Prostate.”
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/MensHealthNews/palmetto-enlarged-prostate/story?id=14620281
http://www.medpagetoday.com/Urology/BPH/28765

Prostate Cancer InfoLink (2010)
“How many biopsy cores is the “right” number?”

Emory University Goizueta Business School Magazine (2007)
“Innovation Course Helps Medical Researchers Get Their Product to Market”

Emory University Goizueta Business School Magazine (2006)
“The Business of Good Health”
http://www.goizuetamag.emory.edu/spr2006/business_of_good_health.html

“Can the NIH and Education Ensure Commercial Viability of Medical Innovation?”
http://knowledge.emory.edu/index.cfm?fa=viewArticle&id=1011

Emory University Magazine (Autumn 2005)
“Emory Urologist Chosen for Prestigious Ellis Island Medal of Honor.”
http://www.emory.edu/EMORY_MAGAZINE/autumn_2005/precis_ellis.htm

Vanguard, US Department of Veterans Affairs (September/October 2005)
“Ellis Island Medal of Honor”

AUANews - The Official Newsmagazine of the American Urological Association (Oct 2005)
“Rebirth of Extra Epididymal Orchiectomy in Prostate Cancer”

Urology Times (August 2005)
“Things I do Differently?”

Emory University & URO-Today (May 2005)
“Emory Urologist Muta Issa Awarded Prestigious Ellis Island Medal of Honor.”
http://whsc.emory.edu/press_releases2.cfm?announcement_id_seq=3840

Healthcare IT News (July 2004)
“VA Consent from Process Shreds a Paper-based Approach.”
A newspaper article on new software for electronic consents at the VA. The department of urology was instrumental in the design of the software and the pilot study.
A newspaper article on new software for electronic consents at the VA. The department of urology was instrumental in the design of the software and the pilot study

Tolochenaz, Switzerland

JAMA May 24/31, 2000; 283: 2646-a
Quick Updates: Cancer Recurrence Predicted by Rebecca Voelker. A news release, which discusses a new computer program involving neural networking to predict prostate cancer recurrence after radical prostatectomy (urology research publication from Emory).

USA TODAY (May 01, 2000)
A newspaper article, front page of the “A Better Life” section (Health, Education & Science), which discusses a new computer program (urology research publication from Emory) involving neural networking to predict prostate cancer recurrence after radical prostatectomy.

Channel-2 Evening News (October 15, 1999)
A television news segment by Diana Davis on prostate cancer

Fox Channel-5 Eyewitness News (October 15, 1999)
A television news segment on prostate cancer

Channel-2 Evening News (August 05, 1999)
A television news segment by Diana Davis on prostate specific antigen (PSA)

Atlanta Journal Constitution (July 27, 1997)
A newspaper article, ¾ of the front page of the “ScienceWatch” section by Tomoko Hosaka on a new minimally invasive procedure at EMORY called transurethral needle ablation for the treatment of BPH.

CNN “Your Heath” Program (June 13, 1997)
A television news segment by Dan Rutz on new minimally invasive urological procedures performed at EMORY for the treatment of symptomatic BPH.

Fox Channel-5 Eyewitness News (May 12, 1997)
A television news segment by Tana Brackin on new minimally invasive urological procedures performed at EMORY for the treatment of symptomatic BPH.

The Boston Globe (April 28, 1997)
A front-page newspaper article in the “Health” section by Richard Knox titled “Male Misery... New Prostate Procedure is less Traumatic” which discussed minimally invasive urological procedures for BPH.